


Aiotize develops bespoke business 
intelligence & automation solutions for 
companies and government that focus on 
making the work & production 
environments e�cient, reliable and 
versatile. It caters to various market 
segments such as defence, logistics, 
healthcare, disaster management, 

agriculture, mining, real estate, etc.
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• Autonomous UAV/Drones and Land Rovers
• Robotic arms [Auto-Pilot]
• Dedicated Robot Operating System [ROS]
• Object avoidance 
• Self-navigation algorithms

• Neural Networks
• Machine Learning
• Analytics
• Facial Recognition
• Real-time Object Detection

Areas of work

• Sensor Integration
• Data collection through wireless remote nodes
• Deployed in addition to the drone solutions for                           
  extended functionalities
• Provides Agile environment for Automation
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IOX - Internet of Drones
Cloud-connected Drone solution

Endurance of
50 minutes flight time 

on single charge

Robust and easy to 
repair

Around 30 km of 
operational range

Fully autonomous 
mission execution

Modes including auto, 
manual, follow me 

and many more

Modular design easily 
reducing the time for 

storage and travel
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About

Features

 IOX - is an internet of Drones [IoD] derivative of the 
Internet of Things [IoT] enterprise drone automation concept 
that provides drone agnostic software solutions to deploy with 
fully automated & cloud connected commercial drones at 
scale. IOX is the modular drone concept which is convenient 
to assemble, control & repair in case of need.

 The System is built on cloud infrastructure where the 
drones are connected to The cloud server via LTE protocols all 
the time and also they are accustomed to the machine 
interfaces present in the work environment. The full system 
includes
• Customised drones based on specific use-cases
• Cloud based Servers
• Custom dashboard for the users for insights about the                                                                                                                                              
   system and various operations
• Custom system integration with other IOT hardware and   
   various other devices based on user requirement

• Based on the principle of connected drones called Internet 
of Drones (IOD)
• Powered by an Artificial Intelligence enabled backend.
• Completely autonomous - self regulated
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At Cognixa we use Machine Learning 
(ML) tools and algorithms to help 
companies develop AI-driven products 
and solutions. Our team has profound 
knowledge and experience in designing, 
implementing and integrating Artificial 
Intelligence solutions into the customer’s 

business environment.

 IOX - is an internet of Drones [IoD] derivative of the 
Internet of Things [IoT] enterprise drone automation concept 
that provides drone agnostic software solutions to deploy with 
fully automated & cloud connected commercial drones at 
scale. IOX is the modular drone concept which is convenient 
to assemble, control & repair in case of need.

 The System is built on cloud infrastructure where the 
drones are connected to The cloud server via LTE protocols all 
the time and also they are accustomed to the machine 
interfaces present in the work environment. The full system 
includes
• Customised drones based on specific use-cases
• Cloud based Servers
• Custom dashboard for the users for insights about the                                                                                                                                              
   system and various operations
• Custom system integration with other IOT hardware and   
   various other devices based on user requirement
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Cognixa Services
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With wide expertise in AI, we are well-aware of the industry's 
best practices involved in developing a wide array of 
applications. At the end of the day, our prime objective is to 
empower businesses with best-in-class AI services and 
solutions.

Application Development

Our consultants will find the best way/solutions to integrate 
third-party AI applications and devices with your business 

workflow.

Cognitive Integration

Our AI services and solutions take an end-to-end approach 
to everything; and AI implementation is no exception. With 
24/7 support, our consultants actively guide you through the 
implementation of numerous AI devices and applications.

Intelligent Platform Architecture

We take customization to a new level—our consultants find 
the top-notch AI solutions for your organization; and you 
have the freedom to choose/replace them as per your 

changing business needs.

Customization

Our team works in tandem with your company to develop 
your in house proof of concept solutions based on AI.

Proof of Concept
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Aiotize develops bespoke business 
intelligence & automation solutions for 
companies and government that focus on 
making the work & production 
environments e�cient, reliable and 
versatile. It caters to various market 
segments such as defence, logistics, 
healthcare, disaster management, 

agriculture, mining, real estate, etc.

DronesRobotics

Cameras Sensors

Cloud
Server

AI/Analytics 
layer

Business Intelligence

Cognixa AI engine
An AI Platform for Drones
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Cloud
Server

About

Features

 Cognixa AI Engine is a cloud based AI engine offering AI 
as a Service, on demand. It allows us to run video analytics on 
the data sent to a cloud server by IoT devices or drones 
deployed in the deployment site. The engine/platform enables 
us to run machine learning, computer vision, image processing 
or even audio processing models on the data, in real time, and 
send the results back to the on-site device to act in 
accordance with the results of the processing algorithm. The 
presence of such a system allows data to be sent to a cloud 
service to be processed, instead of on-device processing, and 
hence, increases the scope of more complicated models 
being deployed, as the restriction of complexity due to low 
processing power of IoT devices is now eliminated.

• Machine learning
• Deep learning
• Advanced analytics
• Data visualisation
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Aiotize Robotics
ROS based modular Robotic systems

About

Features

 The Robot Operating System (ROS) is a flexible framework 
for writing robot software. It is a collection of tools, libraries, 
and conventions that aim to simplify the task of creating 
complex and robust robot behavior across a wide variety of 
robotic platforms.

 Aiotize natively uses ROS framework throughout its 
Robotic devices for better customised and efficient 
performance of the systems. ROS also helps in the integration 
of robotic systems with AI powered interfaces and extracting 
the best  of technology.

• Supports multiple robots are with the same master node
• Supports real-time operation and is preferred for    
  time-critical applications
• Package management on deployed robots
• Monitoring, logging, analytics and maintenance tasks for   
  multiple robots are easy
• Multi-robot/fleet management and interaction
• AOS can be replaced with ROS
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Robotic 
Manipulators

Industry-specific robots perform several 
tasks such as picking and placing 
objects, and movement adapted from 
observing how similar manual tasks are 
handled by a fully-functioning human 
arm. Such robotic arms are also known 

as robotic manipulators.
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At Cognixa we use Machine Learning 
(ML) tools and algorithms to help 
companies develop AI-driven products 
and solutions. Our team has profound 
knowledge and experience in designing, 
implementing and integrating Artificial 
Intelligence solutions into the customer’s 

business environment.

Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle (UGV)

UGV are generally a remotely operated 
ground robotic platform which can be 
used for various applications such as 
logistic operations, ground terrain 
mapping,patrol monitoring and 
detection, investigation, exploration 
and inspection at tunnels, buildings, etc. 
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Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle (AUV)

An autonomous underwater vehicle, or 
AUV, is a self-propelled, unmanned, 
untethered underwater vehicle capable of 
carrying out simple activities with little or 
no human supervision. AUVs are often 
used as survey platforms to map the 
seafloor or characterize physical, chemical, 

or biological properties of the water.
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Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle (UAV)

UAVs can be remote controlled aircraft 
(e.g. flown by a pilot at a ground control 
station) or can fly autonomously based 
on pre-programmed flight plans or more 
complex dynamic automation systems.. 
The range of applications includes 
remote sensing, disaster response, 
image acquisition, surveillance, 
transportation, and delivery of goods.
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Solutions
Drone-based
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• Supports multiple robots are with the same master node
• Supports real-time operation and is preferred for    
  time-critical applications
• Package management on deployed robots
• Monitoring, logging, analytics and maintenance tasks for   
  multiple robots are easy
• Multi-robot/fleet management and interaction
• AOS can be replaced with ROS
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This technology coupled with our intelligent software 
provides drastic time, precision landing, remote monitoring, 
cost reduction etc. whereby incrementing ROI significantly.

Drone in a box

Drones are fast, and aerial travel is faster, especially in 
disaster situations where unmanned autonomous drones 

can get to quickly, assess the situation.

Emergency Response

Reduce risks, data inconsistency and increase ROI, by 
automated remote inspection with drones for wind turbines, 
cell towers, and pipelines.

Remote Inspections

Drones are significant and immediate given low capital 
expenditure & infrastructure investments, access to 
off-the-shelf drone hardware, and SaaS-based solutions for 

warehouse operations.

Warehouse Management

Drone patrols now augment human guards and enable 
security agencies, risk managers, security directors, system 
integrators and other stakeholders to make faster, better 
decisions for protecting humans, assets and premises.

Security Operations
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Solutions
Analytics-based2

4
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We take all the live video streams from the client side along 
with any static images as input to form a combination of data 
sources for the platform (Cognixa engine).

RealTime video analytics

Applying AI algorithms to your live video streams to 
recognize, categorize and annotate various assets

RealTime asset management

Our object detection methods generate 3D mesh models, 
orthomosaics, point clouds, and immersive Virtual Reality 
environments from the various video sources.

3D object detection and tracking 

SLAM (Software, Languages, Analysis and Modeling) uses a 
variety of sensing and localization techniques like lidar 
mapping, GPS positioning and 3D depth cameras for 

perception, recognition, detection etc.

SLAM using drones

Enable your warehouse to perform smarter, streamline 
business processes and maximize space utilization

Warehouse surveillance and management

It will mainly be used for eldercare and healthcare as an 
assistive technology but at the same time shall be used for 

security and surveillance services as well.

Human Activity Recognition
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Cognixa engine is potentially optimal for most of the OCR 
needs. This fast, accurate solution supports OCR in over 60 
languages, equipping you with the tools that you will need to 
tackle any document.

Multilingual OCR

It estimate crowd density using a reference image with the 
background to classify pixels in a crowd image by 
subtraction as belonging to either pedestrians or 

background.

Image Segmentation & Crowd Density Estimator

Autonomous vehicle simulator systems are developed to 
automate/adapt/enhance vehicle systems for safety and 
better driving.

Autonomous vehicle simulator

It conveys people’s identity, so it can be used as a key for 
security solutions in many organizations and is extremely 

safe and reliable.

Reverse Image Search for Face Recognition

Our system determines the types and causes of PV systems 
(PVS) failures, then uses different methods for determining 
whether the faults are occurring in PV arrays (PVA) or any 
other system components.

Photovoltaic cell fault detection

The automated understanding of the behaviour of both 
individuals and groups remains a very challenging problem 
from the sensor systems to artificial intelligence techniques.

Crowd behaviour analysis
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Our Team
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Shivansh Sethi
[Founder/CEO]

5 years of experience in IOT
UC San Diego - USA

Tushar Bhatnagar
[CTO]

Research Scientist
University of Bristol - UK
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Our Team

Chetan Madan

Research Engineer
Applied AI 

BVCOE - New Delhi

Vishal Tiwari

Research Engineer
Applied AI 

University of Mumbai

Saksham Madan

Research Engineer
Robotics

BVCOE - New Delhi

Core Members



Contact us
We’d love to hear from you!

+91 9763000088

info@aiotize.com

Chitkara Innovation Incubator Foundation, SCF 
10-11, Sector 4, MDC,
Panchkula, Haryana (134109)

/company/aiotize

/aiotize

/aiotize

/aiotize
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We use the best technologies available on the market, 
and we continually enrich our tech stack.

Technologies


